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I mistook the wood for my skin 5 - doorhandles (2021) 
glazed Ceramics, mortice lock
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I mistook the wood for my skin 1-4 - doorhandles (2021) glazed Ceramics, mortice lock



I mistook the wood for my skin 2 - doorhandles (2021) glazed Ceramics, mortice lock I mistook the wood for my skin 3 - doorhandles (2021) glazed Ceramics, mortice lock



Jaeger Real Estate (Norm Silo) (2021) Pencil on Canvas 200x200 cm Jaeger Real Estate (Becher/Sotsass) (2021) Pencil on Canvas 200x200 cm



Jaeger Real Estate (Horkheim) (2021) Pencil on Canvas 200x200 cm Jaeger Real Estate (Zeche Hannibal) (2021) Pencil on Canvas 200x200 cm



Superstar Real Estate / Pony Dream (2021) cow skin, velvet, styrofoam, dog toy, 200x150 cm

in the back: Jaeger Real Estate (Becher/Sotsass) (2021) Pencil on Canvas, 200x200 cm



Superstar Real Estate / Pony Dream

The fisherman pulls a black horse head out of the water, the ca-
mera zooms in, shining, black eels writhe into where the eyes had 
been, shining black writhing into the nostrils. The fisherman opens 
the jaws of the cadaver that has briefly housed these creatures, and 
begins carefully extracting them: they resist. The animal’s lifeless 
tongue has a similar form and stands out only with its pink colou-
ring. The fisherman’s wife bends over and vomits.2

On the way back from the Marchfeld I stop and order a portion of 
Unagi Nigiri sushi, which tastes nowhere near as dreadful as the 
image revealed to me in that scene in The Tin Drum. Why are the 
eels so much more repulsive than my Companion Species3 Mila 
Superstar, as she devours whole cow ears with fur? At least they 
don’t end up in the rubbish, I think. The horse head is covered in 
cowhide, not horsehide. Cowhide is a by-product of the meat indus-
try, for 180 Euros it can be purchased as carpet from Ikea. The sale 
of these by-products generates more profit for the meat producers 
than the sale of the meat itself.4

I mistook the Wood for my Skin

The door handles are meant to be used. 

// 

Soya sauce drips on my hand, I wipe it off with a serviette and as I 
do, I accidentally brush over my newest wound. I bit of pus comes 
out – I’m very clumsy and always have cuts on my hands. This one 
isn’t healing as quickly as usual, I’m surprised by the pus and wipe 
over it again, carefully brushing off the scab. What I had thought 
was skin turns out to be a piece of wood. 

Translation by Miriam Stoney

2 Grass, G. (1959). Die Blechtrommel/The Tin Drum. dtv. S.120 f
3 Haraway, D. (2003). The Companion Species Manifesto. Prickly Paradigm Press.
4  Amir, F. (2018). Schwein und Zeit. Tiere, Politik, Revolte. Nautilus Flugschrift

Jaeger Real Estate

I drive my car-share out to the Marchfeld, there’s asparagus there. 
Marchfeld asparagus, but I’m picking up a lamp that I found on 
Willhaben for my new apartment. I’m going to replace the neon 
tubes with LEDs, that’s better for the environment. I drive past a 
Majorcan-style villa standing next to a house with a meticulously 
welded garden gate – I guess a metalsmith must live there. It plea-
ses me to see the dream of a homestead in its various realisations. 
A banana tree, two Ionic columns by the front door, a pool in the 
back, the photographic wallpaper with the beach. Nothing is allo-
wed to recall Vienna’s suburbs. Codes for the good life: parasols, 
palms, cacti keep appearing on my canvases, promising a sweet 
life/times. Just like the terrazzo, marble or any other trend that 
rolls through my feed. On the sandstone/bamboo coffee table at my 
mother’s, there was always a perfectly ordered pile of design and 
architecture magazines. I sometimes observed her as she flicked 
through them, pages with desired objects were folded over, though 
she never bought anything. 

Gentrification of the city’s outskirts: self-sufficiency, Angora rab-
bit farms, your own radishes on the windowsill. The motive could 
be sustainability and/or the control over production. Even Meg-
han Markle meets Oprah Winfrey in her chicken coop: so down to 
earth. Independent of external circumstances, space and in a state 
of highly curated togetherness, I am ruler of my culture farm. boros 
bunker. Max Horkheimer traces social structures in an intellectual 
high-rise, with the property owners and managers at the top and 
the livestock on the ground floor. At that time he was living in the 
city with the most high-rise buildings sprouting from the ground: 
Chicago. Financed by the industrialisation of meat production. The 
building supplies redeemed from a fire caused by a cow staging her 
resistance to a milking: she kicked over an oil lamp.1

1 Amir, F. (2018). Schwein und Zeit. Tiere, Politik, Revolte. Nautilus Flugschrift



AETHER
Philipp Pess + Lisa Jäger

Vent vs. WAF
at Parallel Vienna
September 2020



AETHER (/ˈIːΘƏR/)
 
Aether differed from the four terrestrial elements; 
it was incapable of motion of quality or motion of 
quantity. Aether was only capable of local motion. 
Aether naturally moved in circles, and had no 
contrary, or unnatural, motion. She also noted 
that celestial spheres made of aether held the 
stars and planets. The bodies of the planets were 
considered to be denser than the medium which 
filled the rest of the universe. She stated that the 
aether was of the character that it was „subtler 
than light“. 
The 3rd- century view, concerning the aether as 
penetrative and non-material.
(Manuela Hillmann)

The smell of the baked bread is streaming to the 
Gewerbehaus like the ephemeral element and is 
reminding the visiors of their basic instincts and 
needs. 
In room 001 the craftsmanship of baking and the 
craftsmanship of creating art confront each other.

The AETHER project is an ongoing experimental 
exibition format by the artists Lisa Jäger and 
Philipp Pess. For Parallel Vienna 2020 Vent 
gallery and WAF gallery fuse.



HAUS & FREU(N)DE

The exhibition project „Haus und Freu(n)de“ shows five ar-
tistic positions that deal with space, as a living space, the 
interior, its histories and architectural dreams. The custom of 
the roofing ceremony, which is celebrated shortly before the 
completion of the building, serves as the occasion for this 
exhibition. This ritual framework, as well as the floor plan of 
the apartment and the traces of previous residents are incor-
porated into the work of the artists. They reflect on already 
existing forms, playing with their possible functions. The works 
integrate themselves into the architecture, nestle against the 
walls in order to expand their imagined limits. Come to the 
celebration and see the glass shatter!

with
Antonia Nannt
Gleb Amankulov
Lisa Jäger
Miriam Stoney
Tabea Marschall



Gleb Amankulov, Cobweb, metall, rubber

Lisa Jäger, Raumluftsystem, Buntstift auf Wand



v.l.n.r.

Gleb Amankulov, Lunch in the Garden, wood, foam

Gleb Amankulov, Family Breakfast, metal, mdf, rubber

Antonia Nannt, rundes Fenster-neues Gesicht, Fichte 3-Schichtplatte, Skizze, Spanplatte

Lisa Jäger, 1:10 dream, Buntstift auf Wand



DREAMDATE

Five huge Canvas, at first sight almost empty, and a big mattress in in the middle 
of the room. the mattress and the canvas have almost the same format and colour 
sceme, around there meander 4 smaller, colourful bright panels in an indistict mate-
rial and height in the room. on a closer look one identifies them as fading sunsets, on 
the wall like they were traversing the hemisphere. from far away these two workseries 
seem to have nothing incommon, neither the scale nor the material, but then you 
start to identify the landscape of the buildings lisa Jäger draws merging together with 
the position of the sun as if it was bright noon. laying on the mattress looking through 
the screens of Bert Löschner like windows as if you were resting in one of Lisa Jägers 
drawn master bedrooms watching the sun rising.
Sunsets and dream houses?
Both motives naiv but superficial in their appearance. we feel unable to deal with 
what is going on in the world right now. We dream. When everything is too fucked 
up to even see a way out of it, we do what „the Monch at the Sea“ by Caspar David 
Friedrich did: stand and stare, its bad, we know…

LISA JÄGER + DREAMESTATE
Minimalistic-brutalistic architectural fantasies manifest themselves schematically on 
oversized canvases. The artist counteracts painting, the „royal discipline“ of capital-
istic artworld, and shows scrawly maintsream utopias: „My californian dreamhouse 
could be a spaceship or boat, but anyhow, the floor plan stays pretty conservative 
and ordinary: a bedroom, a bathroom, a kitchen/dining area and some square meters 
to hang out. Most parts are reserved for the studio to make big art, you know what I 
mean? But how would my artproduction even look like? Would I still do art if I had a 
house like this? Maybe I would just lay by my pool and flip through instagram.“ Lisa 
Jäger‘s dream houses play with the capitalist desires of the middle class: consump-
tion, accumulation of property, economic growth, privatization and security. The un-
reflected accumulation of possessions, a legacy of our time.

Bert Löschner, Lisa Jäger

Kunstbuero, Wiener Artfoundation







P O R T A L

A feeling of nausea and abundance overcomes me.
I switch off my phone, go for a walk in the forrest. I throw a stick for my dog, once, 
twice, three times; it is covered by her saliva and mud; my hands now too; i swipe it 
on my trousers. its the only tissue around.

aluminium/acrylic tubes, silicone, soil, sand, telefone cable, peals, cars, snail shell



I WISH I COULD SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE

2019 / silicone, soil, brass, acrylictubes / 175 x 140 cm



LIKE TEA FROM THE INSIDE

2019 / silicone, brass, acrylictubes / 

175 x 120 cm



the workseries PLACEBO is considered a biomedi-
cal lab. in a sensual way Lisa Jäger is analysing the 
superficial regularities in this physiologic field. 
Knowing and not knowing are both accepted. 
Seduction of microcosmos and macrocosmos or 
just the status quo of permanent change.

IDIOM

2019/ brass, sand, silicone, foam/ 

50cm x 8cm



LA BORDE II

2019 / brass, silicone, acrylictubes, nut / 50 x 35 cm

LA BORDE I

2019 / brass, silicone, acrylictubes, nut /

70 x 40 cm



INSIDE IS SOMETIMES BETTER THEN OUTSIDE

2018/ freshwaterpearls, tubes, acrylic/ 85 x 50cm



ONTOLOGY

2019 / soil,  silicone, towels, led-light  / 45 x 35 cm



TOCARIN VAN HALEM II

2018/ 50x50cm/ porcelain

FUA

2018/ je 30x20cm/ porcelain, perls

TOCARIN VAN HALEM I

2018/ 100x60cm/ air-cushion, wood, quilted fabric, water, healing clay

TOCARIN VAN HALEM is a nurturing setting of being touched, washing hair with 

healing clay, surrounded by porcelain objects, a study for mental cleanse.



CASTLE

2017/  120 x 90cm/ resin, fibreglass, iron



JÄGER, SAMMLER, NAGER 

Installation at the groupshow “Gartenschau” / 2015/ 230x270cm

Guinepigs placed in an a civilized surrounding.





Lisa Jäger is founder and part of the ONE MESS GALLERY Vienna.

One Mess Gallery was initiated by a group of artists in 2015, the project 
is characterized by collaborative and performative formats. The Space is 
located in the garbage room of the Palais Montenuovo, opposite of the Fed-
eral Chancellery. During exhibitions the waste bins are positioned outside 
the entrance on the side walk, thereby raising questions on elitism, usage, 
appropriation and ownership.One Mess Gallery participated with a booth for 
security concepts, the “OMG Armory Safety Solutions” at the art fair Parallel 
Vienna, built the bureaucratic-performative Installation “Passierschein K2 – 
Organisation du Melangement Gouvernmental” at the Kunstraum Super and 
placed touchable sculptures on bathing towels in their exhibition “Oberfläche 
Mit Gefühl” during the 365 art festival. For the exhibitionat Belvedere 21 Flo-
rian Botka, Lisa Jäger, Claudia Lomoschitz, Tobias Pilz and Julia Riederer 
worked together as artists and curators. 

+

 



One Mess Gallery @ belvedere 21
22. 03 -  7. 04. 2019

Invited artists: Bartosz Dolhun, Kasper 
Hesselbjerg, Suzie Léger & Katarina 
Csanyiova, Xenia Lesniewski, Bert Löschner, 
Line Lyhne, Maitane Midby, Philipp Pess, 
Christian Rothwangl

Concept and Curated by One Mess Gallery:
Florian Botka, Lisa Jäger, Claudia Lomoschitz, 
Julia Riederer, Tobias Pilz
Performed by: Salvatore Viviano

         HÄTTE ICH DOCH LIEB-
ER BEI AMAZON BESTELLT

Artistic works as the excavations of an era long 
gone: if we imagine them as one body, what would 
it’s figure look like? Extinct nature and the nature of 
art are approached through critical fabulation with-
in this exhibition. The dead object, the inanimate 
object. How will contemporary art have had looked 
like? Imagination and capacities are finite and end-
less at the same time. “Why early curators first set 
T. Rex in a predator‘s stance, it was because the 
ceilings in museums were too high, and they had 
to fill the space.” Art is incorporated by the giants 
of the artworld, indigestible remnants are resting in 
the bellies of institutions. The dinosaur’s breath is 
still in our atmosphere. Tracing the economy of ex-
tinction: Because everything is so convenient, we 
will eventually vanish. 
“The early curators had to smash and whittle T. 
rex’s bones and then remove vertebrae to assemble 
him into that fighting posture.”



EXERPT OF THE PERFORMED TEXT AND AUDIOGUIDE:

By the way, for the first dinosaur exhibition, the skeleton was not even fragmentary enough 
for the curator. The ceilings of the museum were too high, so they smashed the bones to 
smaller pieces to be able to put the T.Rex in a fighting stance, they wanted the animal erect-
ed to fill the space. So, was it all done just for the show? What do we know about the Dino-
saurs today, and what was just invented by playful “scientists” and overambitious curators? 
Maybe there was no meteorite or climate change, maybe they just flew to another universe 
on self-constructed spa ceships. But wouldn’t we have found traces of that? Or were they 
just more aware of their footprint and decided not to be a strain on future species and ac-
tively blurred their traces? A woman told me in the supermarket last day, that what we use 
as coal today is the shit of Dinosaurs. So maybe we can blame them a bit for the CO2 in the 
atmosphere. Did they do it as consciously as we do today? Do we do anything consciously? 
(...) Or is the chicken the biggest remaining T-Rex?

LINE LYHNEs carved stone, could be imagined as part of the bone structure of the Dino-
saur, the title “La Linea” leads me to think of drawing, thereby establishing a totally different 
connection to the lines that are drawn in the space by the steel band of the dino. Or is this 
sculpture some kind of internal jewelry? Prehistoric bone jewelry? A carved bone? Maybe 
they already had implants.

The painting of CHRISTIAN ROTHWANGL could be seen as the art that is stuck in the back 
of the dinosaur killing it, we might also see it as a fin that was developed by evolution for an 
unknown purpose. Is the depicted dinosaur tooth supposed to scare off predators like the 
toxic colors of rainforest frogs and toads? Or are we looking at a Dinosaur fashion trend. The 
Yves Saint Laurent of a Top Model Dinoland? Painting Fashion? Abstract art as a T-Shirt?

A totally different approach seems to be taken by the AINEX PAPERS. Will these stock 
market securities help us out in the time of need? Financial investment was invented as a 
possibility to raise money to build a future when nowadays financial markets and the grip 
they have on us are the deadlock of change. The German name of a share is “Wertpapier”, 
value paper. The art value of the here presented works is rising at the very moment just by 
me talking to you about them. But if we put all our hope in the markets our future prospects 
are grim. Should our species be erased from the planet, what remains? Are these artworks 
the bones and fossils of our culture? How will future archaeologists interpret them? 

     performance by Salvatore Viviano
works by Line Lyhne, Christian Rothwangl, Bert Löschner, Kasper Hesselbjerg 



Line Lyhne - La Linea
   
handcarved marble, bended silver fork
bracelet / 75 x 50 x 10 cm / 2019

Christian Rothwangl - Ohne Titel

gesso, ink, spraypaint on canvas / 
180x120 cm / 2018

AINEX Papers. - Zombification

ballpoint pen on paper / 19 x 29,5 cm / 
2019



Lisa Jäger
* 1989 Ulm, Deutschland
based in Vienna, Austria

artistic director at WAF Gallery / Wiener Art Foundation 
Co-Founder of One Mess Gallery

EDUCATION

since 2018 academy of fine arts Vienna, Textual Sculpture
  Prof. Heimo Zobernig
2017-18   University of fine Arts Hamburg
  Prof. Pia Stadtbäumer, Prof. Michael Beutler
2013-2017  academy of fine arts Vienna, Expanded Pictorial Space
  Prof. Judith Huemer, Prof. Florian Reither
2008-2013  Bachelor of Education and Exam of the State, Education
  Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nürnberg

PUBLIC COLLECTIONS

Artothek des Bundes / AT

AWARDS AND GRANTS

Advancement award Junge Ulmer Kunst, Ulm 2013

PUBLICATIONS

The act of sitting, Anna Ritsch, Maria Ritsch, 2021
Zero Ego Show, 2020
Über das Neue. Junge Szenen in Wien, Belvedere 21, Vienna, 2019

EXHIBITIONS  / PERFORMANCE

“Jaeger Real Estate /  I mistook the Wood for my Skin” Academy of fine Arts, Vienna, 2021
“Becoming Dog”, Performance, MUMOK Vienna 2021
“Dirt Tosser”, Groupshow, Automat Space, Saarbrücken, Germany 2021
“AETHER”, VENT Gallery  @parallel vienna, Vienna 2020
“Flohmarkt” WAF Galerie, Vienna 2020
“Haus&Freu(n)de” Groupshow, Vienna 2020
“Dreamdate” with Bert Löschner in kunstbuero, Vienna, 2019
“Church of Ego” 280A, U10 Artspace, Belgrade, 2019
“APA - A perfomance Affair” Brussels, 2019
“Stinking Dawn” Gelatin and Liam Gillick, Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna, 2019
“Hätte ich doch lieber auf Amazon bestellt -  Über das Neue. Junge Szenen in Wien”
 Belvedere 21, Vienna, 2019
“Dorf 2” Ulm, 2018
“Veffer”, Vienna, 2018
“RETREAT + SURRENDER”, Die Schöne, Vienna, 2018
“MAD COW”, SCAG Contemporary Vienna, 2017
“OMG Passierschein K2”, Kunstraum Super, Vienna, 2017
“Du oder ich? Collective Soul – Ethik des Miteinanders”, Art in public Space Lower 
Austria, Melk, 2017
“OMG Armory Safety Solutions” @parallelvienna2016, Vienna, 2016
“OMG WTF”, OneMessGallery, 2016
“Make It Funny Since I’m Not Funny At All”, OneMessGallery u. Akademie der bildenen 
Künste Wien, 2016
“Sammlung Jäger”, One Work Gallery, Vienna, 2015
“Ich halte mich diesmal zurück”, Kulturdrogerie, Vienna, 2015
“OMG” OneMessGallery @parallelvienna, Project Space, 2015
“Art Trap 21er Haus”, at Gartenschau, Vienna, 2015 
“123 TESTSHOW, Monads with windows-Catalogue release”, Okapi, Vienna, 2015
“sex sells”, Neue Mitte, Ulm, 2014
“Performance, Happening, Ausstellung / Biennale electric Ladyland“, Galerie Schloss 
Damtschach, 2014
“STRANGE TEACHING - MONADS WITH WINDOWS”, Leipzig, 2014
“NICE präsentiert NICE EINS”, Nürnberg, 2014
“Fenomén Kniha 2013 - Phenomenon: The Book 2013”, Brünn, 2013
“Poesie des Materials”, auf AEG, Nürnberg, 2013
“13 andere und ICH”, Nürnberg, 2013
“Nürnberger Studentinnen stellen aus.” Nürnberg, 2012

CV



C O N T A C T
lisajohannajaeger@hotmail.com
00436764114919

https://lisajaeger.com/


